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ABSTRACT

The effect of implanted pheochromocytoma on (1) blood pressure, 

(2) catecholamine concentration, and (3) T4 and T8 lymphocyte 

subsets in the rat (New England Deaconess Hospital strain) was 

studied. Blood pressure increased significantly. Catecholamine 

concentrations rose greatly after tumor implant, with dopamine 

showing the greatest increase. T4 percentages decreased slightly as 

compared to pre-implant percentages. T8 results could be divided 

into two subsets based on a definite increase or a definite decrease 

from pre-implant percentages. Finally, rats that showed an increase 

of T8 cells had significantly greater concentrations of dopamine 

(and, to a lesser extent, epinephrine and norepinephrine) than those 

with a decrease of T8 cells.
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INTRODUCTION

When pheochromocytoma (P259) is implanted in New England 

Deaconess Hospital (NEDH) rats, the result is a dramatic increase in 

circulating catecholamines. The physiological effects of the 

elevated catecholamine concentrations in the rat are displayed as 

high blood pressure (BP) and increased heart rate. Death due to 

cardiovascular complications usually occurs 4-6 wk after P259 

implantation.

Stressful situations have been shown to elicit similar increases 

of catecholamines in peripheral circulation in man. Some 

investigators have measured the increases in human subjects under 

stress situations (Dimsdale and Moss, 1980; Dimsdale et al., 1987).

Since stress has been implicated as a factor in immune 

regulation, some researchers have begun to investigate the effects 

of stress response on T lymphocytes which are partially responsible 

for immunoregulation. This research has focused on two particular 

T lymphocyte subpopulations, the T4 (helper/inducer) and the T8 

(suppressor/cytotoxic). These investigators have elicited the stress 

response by injection of epinephrine (Crary et al., 1983), or by 

subjecting the individual to a physical stress (Hedfors et al., 1983), 

and have subsequently measured changes in the percentages of T4 

and T8 cells.
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However, catecholamines have a very brief half-life 

(approxiamtely 3 min for epinephrine) in circulation (Dimsdale and 

Moss, 1980). Therefore, the levels of catecholamines in circulation 

from injections or simulative stressors are thought to be very 

transient. The purpose of this study was to provide a constant, high 

level of circulating catecholamines, and then determine the effects 

on the percentages of T4 and T8 cells. The NEDH rat and the 

transplantable tumor provide an effective model.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Pheochromocytoma: Effects on NEDH Rats

Pheochromocytoma (P) is a tumor of the adrenal medulla, and is 

noted for its secretion of catecholamines. Until the late 1940's and 

early 1950's, its occurrence in animals had rarely been described. 

However, Gillman et al (1953) reported a high incidence of P in 

Wistar rats. They found that 50 percent of female rats and 82 

percent of male rats between the ages of 13 and 24 mo had this 

tumor. After the age of 2 yr, the incidence in females rose to 76 

percent, while that of males rose to 85.5 percent. Few rats survived 

past the age of 30 mo (Gillman et al., 1953).

The New England Deaconess Hospital (NEDH) rat (a relative of the 

Wistar rat) will spontaneously develop P, especially with aging. 

Manger et al (1982) found that 59 percent of males rats 700 to 900 

days old, and 81 percent of male rats 900 days or older, had 

developed spontaneous pheochromocytoma.

Warren and Chute (1972) developed a transplantable P (P259) 

from a spontaneous P in an elderly irradiated NEDH rat. The P259 

develops rapidly when transplanted subcutaneously in male or 

female NEDH rats, but regresses with no physiological effect in 

other strains.

Manger et al (1982) studied the effect of P259 on blood pressure
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(BP) and catecholamine levels in NEDH rats. He found that the 

average systolic BPs in male and female rats (4 to 9 mo old) without 

P259 were 149±2 mm Hg and 141 ±3 mm Hg .respectively. However, 

3 to 4 wk after P259 implantation, BP averages had increased to 

178±3 for males and 173±3 for females.

Catecholamines include epinephrine (E), norepinephrine (NE), and 

dopamine (DA). In rats without P259, the plasma concentration of E 

was 145±15 pg/ml; NE was 440±39 pg/ml; and, DA was 60±6 pg/ml. 

In rats with P259, the plasma concentration of E was 490±.65; NE 

was 6805±1917; and, DA was 6480±2165 (Manger et al., 1982).

Catecholamines and Their Relationship to Stress

The catecholamines-E, NE, and DA~are chemical compounds 

composed of a benzene ring with two adjacent hydroxyl groups (the 

catechol nucleus) and an ethylamine side chain.

E is highly localized in the chromaffin cells of the adrenal 

medulla. It is released during anger, fear, or stress, and its target 

organs include the liver, heart, intestines, and energy-producing 

systems. E is also found in the brain where it acts as a 

neurotransmitter to regulate BP and corticotropin-releasing factors.

NE is located mostly in sympathetic nerve endings of the central 

and peripheral nervous system where it serves as a 

neurotransmitter. The effector cells include those of the vascular 

smooth muscle, liver, heart, and adipose tissue. The effector cells 

act to promote a concerted response to environmental stress
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(North,1987). NE is also found in the brain and chromaffin cells of 

the adrenal medulla.

DA is found in the brain where it functions as a neurotransmitter. 

DA is also found in the peripheral nervous system, but until recently 

it was assumed that it served only as a precursor in the formation 

of E and NE. However, dopaminergic neurons have now been 

identified in autonomic ganglia, the carotid body, the paw pads of 

the dog, and kidney glomeruli (Roth, 1987). DA is found in the 

plasma in concentrations comparable to E and NE, and is known to 

increase under conditions of intracranial pressure, stress, and 

hemorrhagic shock. The source and the function of this peripheral DA 

remains unknown (Roth, 1987).

Stress is a broad term and can include a variety of physical or 

psychological phenomena that elicit the so-called stress response. 

Some researchers have defined activation of the 

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis as the stress response, 

while others contend that it is an activation of the adrenal medulla 

and sympathetic nervous system (Dunn, 1987). Activation of the 

adrenal medulla results in the release of E and NE into the 

circulation, and activation of the sympathetic nervous system 

results in the release of NE locally and into the general circulation.

* Much research has focused on catecholamine responses to stress

and exercise. For instance, Dimsdale and Moss (1980) found that E 

levels more than doubled in individuals under the stress of public 

speaking, while NE levels increased by 50 percent. On the other
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hand, when the same individuals were subjected to vigorous physical 

activity, NE levels tripled and E levels increased by 50 percent.

In a more recent study, Dimsdale et al (1987) found that 

individuals subjected to a "stress interview" had a significant 

increase in plasma NE. As a result of the increase, systolic and 

diastolic BP also rose in the individuals undergoing a stressful 

interview.

T Lymphocyte Subsets

The T lymphocyte is one of two classes of lymphocytes and is 

responsible for certain aspects of immune regulation. T 

lymphocytes derive their name form the fact that they mature in the 

thymus. Precursor cells pass into the cortex of the thymus late in 

fetal development and undergo proliferation and differentiation. 

During differentiation, the cells acquire certain markers that 

include enzymes, glycoproteins, and specific receptors (Benjamini 

and Leskowitz, 1988). By using monoclonal antibodies, it has been 

possible to trace the differentiation of these cells.

T11

The earliest marker to appear on the human T cell is a receptor 

capable of binding sheep red blood cells (SRBC) and forming

# rosettes. The marker persists through maturity and provides a

marker for all T lymphocytes. It has been designated T11 (Benjamini 

and Leskowitz, 1988).

T4 and T8
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Next, two additional markers, designated T4 and T8, appear. Both 

markers are glycoproteins with molecular weights of 62,000 daltons 

and 76,000 daltons, respectively (Benjamini and Leskowitz, 1988).

Ii
Soon after the T4 and T8 markers differentiate, a complex of 

proteins that make up the antigen-specific receptor of the T cell 

appears. The receptor has been labeled Ti and includes alpha and 

beta chains (Benjamini and Leskowitz, 1988).

T3

At the same time that Ti differentiation occurs, another 

invariant cell-surface complex is produced. The complex is 

composed of at least three polypeptide chains and is called T3. It is 

present on all mature T cells (Benjamini and Leskowitz, 1988).

T4 and T8 Differentiation

The final stages of differentiation occur in the thymus medulla. 

At this time there is a loss of either T4 or T8 markers so that the 

cells that were previously T4+T8+ are now either T4 or T8 cells 

(Benjamini and Leskowitz, 1988).

T4 Function

T4 cells recognize class II antigens of the major 

♦ histocompatibility complex (MHC) (Benjamini and Leskowitz, 1988).

The MHC controls the synthesis of cell surface antigens. The class II 

antigen consists of two polypeptide chains (alpha and beta) which 

together comprise a transmembrane molecule. The antigen is found
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on B lymphocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells, and Langerhans 

cells.

It is thought that the class II molecule is bound by the Ti 

receptor and the T4 molecule. To complete activation of the T cell, 

a macrophage must deliver a second signal of lymphokine 

interleukin-1 (IL-1). After both signals, the T4 cell releases 

interleukin-2 (IL-2) which stimulates either B lymphocytes or T8 

cells. For this reason the T4 cell is often referred to as the helper 

or inducer.

T4 cells have been further divided into helper inducer (HI) 

(Morimoto et al., 1985a) and suppressor inducer (SI) (Morimoto et al., 

1985b). The subsets have been identified by monoclonal antibodies. 

HI cells provide a helper signal to B lymphocytes which, in turn, 

synthesize antibodies. SI cells function as inducers of the T8 cells.

T8 Function

T8 cells recognize class I antigens of the MHC (Benjamini and 

Leskowitz, 1988). Class I antigens consist of a polypeptide chain 

associated with a small polypeptide called B2-microglobulin. The

antigen is a transmembrane protein and is found exposed on the 

surface of all nucleated cells.

T8 cells are referred to as either cytotoxic or suppressor cells, 

in accordance with the function of the cell. Cytotoxic refers to the 

ability of the T8 cell to kill target cells. This occurs when the T8 

cells recognize class I molecules and, at the same time, are
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stimulated to proliferate via IL-2 released by the helper cells. Once 

they proliferate, they bind to and kill target cells. The mechanism 

of the suppressor cells is unknown, but these cells will specifically 

suppress the action of B lymphocytes and other T lymphocytes.

T4/T8 Ratios in Disease

With the development of monoclonal antibodies it has been 

possible to identify and label the T lymphocyte subsets. Many 

researchers have used this tool to analyze and compare subsets of T 

lymphocytes in healthy and diseased individuals. The percentages of 

T4 and T8 cells and their ratio have been characterized in several 

disorders. Changes in the T4 and T8 percentages and T4/T8 ratios in 

diseased individuals may suggest that immunoregulatory 

abnormalities are a product of, or a contributor to, the disease 

pathogenesis.

Multiple Sclerosis

Reinherz et al (1980) found that patients with active multiple 

sclerosis (MS) had a reduced percentage of T3 cells (mature T 

lymphocytes), with a preferential loss of T8 cells in 11 of 15 

patients studied. More importantly, they found that the T8 cells 

reappeared during periods of disease inactivity.

• Systemic Lupus Erythematosus

Morimoto et al (1980) studied T lymphocyte subsets in systemic

lupus erythematosus (SLE) patients. They found a reduced 

percentage of T3 cells. The number of T8 cells decreased
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significantly in 12 out of 14 patients with active SLE, leading to an 

increase in T4/T8 ratio. In contrast, 15 patients with inactive SLE 

had no significant alterations in T3 or T4 counts, but had an increase 

in T8 cells.

Sjogren Syndrome

T4 and T8 cells were studied in victims of Sjogren Syndrome (SS) 

(Morimoto et al., 1983). SS is a chronic inflammatory autoimmune 

disease characterized by a mixed cellular infiltration of exocrine 

glands, including lacrimal and salivary glands. This results in 

dryness of the mouth and cornea. In 14 patients studied , all had a 

decrease of T4 cells.

Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis

Patients with active juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA) showed a 

decrease in the T4 population and an increase in the T8 population 

(Morimoto et al., 1983). On the other hand, inactive JRA displayed 

normal T4 and T8 populations.

Rheumatoid Arthritis

Recently, Emery et al (1987) found that patients with rheumatoid 

arthritis (RA) had a lower percentage of suppressor inducer (SI) 

cells in the blood and an even greater depletion in synovial fluid. 

Pitzalis et al (1987) obtained similar results. They also found a

• marked increase of helper inducer (HI) cells in synovial fluid.

Catecholamine and Stress Effects On T4/T8 Ratio

Crary, Borysenko, et al (1983) injected test subjects with 0.2 mg
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E and found that it resulted in lymphocytosis (excess of 

lymphocytes). The effect lasted nearly 2 hr. Gader et al (1975) 

found similar results with E infusion. They also discovered that NE 

infusion caused lymphocytosis, although to a lesser extent than for E 

infusion.

Crary, Hauser, et al (1983) also determined the effects of E 

injection on T4 and T8 populations of lymphocytes. They found that 

the T4 count declined significantly at 30 and 60 min post-injection. 

By 120 min post-injection the T4 count was above normal. On the 

average, the number of T8 cells remained unchanged at 30, 60 and 

120 min post-injection. However, some human subjects showed an 

increase of T8 cells, while others showed no change or a decrease in 

T8 cells. The average pre-injection T4/T8 ratio of the test 

indiviuals was 2.19; at 60 min post-injection it was 1.56; and, at 

120 min it was 3.10.

Physical stress was found to have similar effects on T4 and T8 

levels. Hedfors et al (1983) found that individuals subjected to a 

bicycle ergometer test had a decrease of T4 cells, while the number 

of T8 cells remained the same.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Test Animals

Male NEDH rats, 12-20 wk old, were used in this study to 

determine the effects of an implanted pheochromocytoma (P259) on 

the following: (1) the percentages of T4 and T8 cells and the 

resulting T4/T8 ratios; (2) the concentrations of circulating 

catecholamines; and, (3) the BP of the animals. The animals were 

used as their own control in that the same rats were used before and 

after P259 implantation when determining T4 and T8 percentages, 

catecholamine concentrations, and BP.

The test animals used were divided into two groups. Group I 

consisted of 13 animals which were used as their own control as 

described above. Tumors transplanted to these animals were 

allowed to develop 27-32 days. Group II consisted of four animals 

which had none of the pre-implantation tests run, but had a tumor 

implanted. These animals were studied to obtain information on 

animal in which the tumor was allowed to develop for a longer 

period of time. The tumors were allowed to develop for 39-41 days 

before post-implant tests were run. It should be noted that these 

animals were not used as their own control as Group I animals were 

since pre-implantation tests were not run.
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Blood Sampling

Three ml of blood were collected form the abdominal aorta with a

« heparinized needle through an abdominal incision on an etherized rat.

Two ml were used for isolation of lymphocytes, while 1 ml was 

transferred to an ice-cold tube containing 20 microliters (ul) of 6% 

glutathione and 9% EGTA per ml of blood for use in the 

catecholamine assay.

After the tumor had developed approximately 4 wk, blood samples 

were taken again and the animals were sacrificed.

Isolation of lymphocytes and Immunofluorescence Assay

Lymphocytes were isolated by use of Ficoll-Hypaque 

centrifugation (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Piscataway, N.J.). After 

isolation, T4 and T8 cells were labeled with fluorescence by use of 

monoclonal antibodies in a double sandwich method. The cells were 

first incubated for 1 hr with anti-rat T-helper (W3/25), or anti-rat 

T-suppressor (OX 8) (Accurate Chemical and Scientific Corp., 

Westbury, N.Y.). The cells were washed three times with 5% fetal 

calf serum in phosphate buffer solution (5% FCS/PBS). Next, they 

were incubated for 30 min with biotinylated goat-anti-mouse 

(Biotin GAM) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO.), and again washed three times

• with 5% FCS/PBS. Finally, the cells were incubated for 20 min with

fluorscein isothiocyanate-avidin (FITC-avidin) (Sigma), washed 

three times, and resuspended in Hank's Balanced Salt Solution 

(HBSS).

CORETTE LIBRARY 
CARROLL COLLEGE
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Analysis of Lymphocyte SubPOPulatiQns

The percentages of T4 and T8 cells were determined by one of 

two methods. With test animals 1-7 (pre-P259), the percentages 

were determined by observing the number of flourescent cells with a 

Zeiss Fluorescence Microscope. At least 400 cells were counted. 

Subsequent determinations of T4 and T8 percentages (test animals 

8-13 pre-P259 and all post-P259 animals) were made using a 

fluorescence-activated cell sorter.

Catecholamine Assay

Immediately after collection of the blood in the 6% glutathione 

and 9% EGTA tube (described previously), the sample was 

centrifuged at 350g for 10 min, and the plasma was separated and 

frozen at -70 C until the catecholamine assays could be completed 

(within 2 wk). The concentration of the three catecholamines-E, 

NE, and DA--was determined using the Cat-a-Kit assay system 

(Upjohn Diagmostics, Kalamazoo, Ml).

In this assay, the enzyme catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) 

is used to catalyze the transfer of a [3 H]-methyl group from 

S-adenosyl-L-[mef/?y/-3H] methionine (3H-SAM) to DA, E, and NE, 

forming their corresponding meta [3H]methoxy derivatives. The 

catecholamine derivatives are then extracted and separated by thin 

layer chromatography. At this point DA can be quantified by placing 

the sample is the liquid scintillation counter. The radioactivity in 

the extract is proportional to the amount of DA in the sample being
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analyzed. The catecholamine derivatives of E and NE are further 

converted by periodate oxidation to pHjvanillan which is then 

extracted. Subsequently, E and NE concentrations can be found by 

liquid scintillation.

Blood Pressure Determination

Systolic BPs were measured on nonanesthetized rats by use of a 

tail cuff which was inflated with a manually-operated 

sphygmomanometer. Tail artery pulsations were detected by a 

pneumatic pulse transducer and recorded on a physiograph. The 

average of ten readings was computed and used as a final blood 

pressure determinant for that animal.

Implantation of P259

The P259 kept at the Medical and Health Science Division, Oak 

Ridge Associated Universities, is transplanted into young NEDH rats 

approximately every 3-4 wk in order to keep viable tumor cells 

available. Approximately 1 wk after the first blood samples were 

taken, tumor tissue was transplanted into the test rats. The rats 

were etherized, and a 2-3 cubic mm segment of P259 was injected 

into the muscle of the right thigh with a 16-guage trocar needle.

Statistics

Results are given as averages ± the standard error of the mean. 

Statistical comparisons were made by the Student T test.
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RESULTS

Blood Pressure

As expected, all the animals had an elevated BP. Figures 1A and 

1B (p.19) show the average BP of test group I at various stages 

after tumor implantation. The average baseline reading of these 

animals was 130mm Hg. There was a slight increase in BP up to 

about 20 days when great increases were observed. After this point, 

the BP seemed to fluctuate greatly-at times reading close to 

normal and at other times as high as 185 mm Hg

Tables 1 and 2 (pp. 20,21) list BP readings of the individual 

animals. The final reading listed was taken one day prior to 

post-tumor sampling. Again, because of the fluctuations present at 

this time, it can be seen that some of these animals (4 and 8 in 

particular) showed very high readings, while others (5 and 7) had BP 

close to baseline readings. It should be noted, however, that both of 

these animals had previously shown higher BP. The average BP of 

all of group I rats at this time (27-31 days after P259 implant) was 

159 mm Hg.

I was unable to obtain accurate readings on the animals of group 

II. I suspect that they were around 200 mm Hg since previous BP 

readings had shown inaccuracies at that level. At this point the 

tumor was very large and could be easily bumped during handling.
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Such manipulation could cause a release of catecholamines into the 

circulation and possibly trigger a heart attack. Therefore, I did not

* continue BP procedures when accurate readings were not obtainable.

Catecholamine Concetrations

The concentrations of all three catecholamines increased 

markedly after tumor growth in group I animals. DA showed the 

greatest increase, climbing from a low average of 158±36 pg/ml to 

an astonishing 45,066+10,370 pg/ml, an increase of 285 times the 

original amount. NE increased from an average of 1367±209 pg/ml 

to 8492+1148 pg/ml, about a six-fold rise, whereas E increased 

about five times from 600±59 pg/ml to 3236±.587 pg/ml.

The catecholamine concentrations of group II were even higher 

than the first group. The average DA concentration was 

86,547+24,658 pg/ml; NE was 29,150±5927 pg/ml; and, E was 

7092±2224 pg/ml. This difference between the two groups 

corresponded with a difference in tumor size since the second group 

had about 10 days more growth time. The average weight of tumors 

from group I animals was 3.7+. 0.35 g, while that of group II was 

11.41±1.14 g.

• 14/18__ Ratios

The average T4 percentage of group I before P259 implantation 

was found to be 36.5+2.1%, while the average T8 percentage was
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15.5+1.7%. Expressing these percentages as a T4 /T8 ratio, an 

average ratio of 2.53 was obtained.

When considering these same variables after implant and growth 

of P259, two distinct subsets were apparent based on either 

increases or decreases in the T8 percentages. Seven out of 12 

animals (subset A) had a significant increase of T8 cells (P= 0.01), 

increasing from 13±1.3% to 18.9±1.5%. (Animal 1 had a post-tumor 

T8 percentage of 32.5% which is much higher than other group I 

animals. However, since pre-tumor percentages were not available, 

this result was not calculated.) The remaining four animals (subset 

B) showed a decrease (although not significant) in T8 cells, dropping 

from an average of 20.9+3.2% to 12.4+1.5%. Both subsets showed 

slight overall decreases in T4 percentages, although there were 

some animals which displayed an increase in the number of T4 cells. 

The overall T4 average was 33+1.8%. Expressing these results as 

T4/T8 ratios, subset A had a ratio of 1.64, while that of subset B 

was 3.03. The entire group had a ratio of 2.11.

Group II had an average post-tumor T4 count of 23.1+2.5%. This 

is a significant decrease (P=0.01) when compared to the average T4 

percentage of pre-implant group I. The average T8 count was 

34+10%, which is more than twice the number of T8 cells in 

pre-implant group I. The average T4/T8 ratio was 0.880.

It is also interesting to note that 13 of the 16 cytofluorographs 

of the labeled T8 cells showed two distinct populations of cells (

18



Figs. 2 and 3, p. 22) in the post-tumor animals. Only the more 

brightly stained population was used in calculation of T8 

percentages. However, the dimmer curve (more likely to be 

non-specific binding) often showed an equal percentage of cells as 

the brighter curve.

Finally, there seems to be a correlation between the increase or 

decrease of T8 cells and the concentrations of catecholamines. The 

animals that showed an increase in T8 cells had a significantly 

greater (P=0.01) concentration of DA than those in which the number 

of T8 cells declined: 64,539+14,385 pg/ml verses 18,423+5792 

pg/ml. This group also had greater concentration of both NE and E 

than three of the four animals with lowered T8 percentages. This 

correlation is reinforced even more when considering the results of 

group II. These animals had higher average concentrations of all 

catecholamines when compared to group I, and also displayed large 

increases in the number of T8 cells. They also displayed consistent 

decreases in T4 cells, as group I did overall.

1 9
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BLOOD PRESSURE OF RATS 1-5

Figure 1A. Average blood pressure of rats 1-5 at various times after P259 tumor 
implantation.

-a- Average BP

Figure 1B. Average blood pressure of rats 6-11, 13 at various times after P259 
tumor implantation. Since this group of animals had tumors implanted at a different 
time than rats 1-5, post-tumor blood pressure readings were taken at different time 
intervals than those of rats 1-5. Thus two different graphs are needed to show the 
results.
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BLOOD PRESSURE OF RATS 1-5

Days post-implant
11 18 25 27 28 31

NEDH Rat
1 118 128 150 164 168 155
2 135 134 129 171 151
3 134 134 173 154 177
4 128 133 174 185
5 128 136 147 142 173 128

Average 129 133 155 163 167 142
SEM 3 1.3 8.5 7.3 5.7 14

Table 1. Blood Pressure of rats 1-5 taken sit various times after P259 tumor
implantation. The last reading was taken one day prior to post-implant blood sampling.
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BLOOD PRESSURE OF RATS 6-11,13

Pays post-implant
0 7 14 20 22 26 27 28

NEDH Rat
6 139 131 136 150 150 137 144
7 132 128 125 130 144 144 133 142
8 133 138 136 152 159 175
9 126 139 138 133 151 143 164
10 115 132 136 149 158 122 125 163
11 125 132 136 136 151 139 156 166
13 146 137 157 147 168 160

Average 131 134 138 142 154 146 144 157
SEM 3.8 1.6 3.6 3.4 3.0 6.5 7.2 7.5

Table 2. Blood pressure of rats 6-11, 13 taken at various times after P259
implantation. The last reading was taken one day prior to post-implant blood sampling.
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FLUORESCENCE LABELED T8 CELLS 
BEFORE P259 IMPLANTATION

Fluorescence Intensity

Figure 2. Representation of a cytofluorograph of a typical population of labeled T8 
cells before P259 implantation. This representation is exaggerated from an actual 
cytogluorograph printout. The population shows a small percentage of non-specific 
binding right nest to the y-axis. The rest of the cells are well grouped into one 
population, even though the intensity is not very bright.

FLUORESCENCE LABELED T8 CELLS 
AFTER P259 IMPLANTATION

Fluorescence Intensity

Figure 3. Representation of the 13 cytofluorographs of labeled T8 cells which showed 
two distinct populations. This representation is exaggerated from the actual 
cytofluorograph printout. As always, there is a small percentage of non-specific 
binding along the y-axis. Right next to this, there is a sizable curve of labeled cells 
which represent the "new" population. The most intensely labeled cells represent the 
T8 population.
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T4 AND T8 COUNTS BEFORE AND AFTER P259

NEPH Rat T4% Before T4% After T8% Before T8% After T4/T8 Before T4/T8 After
1 NA 36.5 NA 32.5 NA 1.12
2 33.0 41.0 12.0 15.8 2.75 2.59
3 44.3 35.4 20.9 15.1 2.12 2.34
4 36.3 19.9 16.7 26.0 2.17 .765
5 28.2 33.5 14.6 8.2 1.93 4.09
6 26.6 35.9 11.9 20.0 2.24 1.80
7 25.4 30.4 6.7 21.8 3.79 1.39
8 45.5 29.4 13.4 14.5 3.40 2.03
9 36.6 27.8 16.8 17.4 2.18 1.60
1 0 40.2 41.4 18.3 14.0 2.20 2.96
1 1 46.7 33.2 29.6 12.1 1.58 2.74
1 2 33.8 NA 12.0 NA 2.82 NA
1 3 41.8 31.7 13.4 17.1 3.12 1.85
1 4 30.0 20.3 1.48
1 5 19.6 19.8 .99
1 6 18.9 63.9 .296
1 7 24.0 31.8 .755

Group 1 Avg 36.5 33.0 15.5 17.9 2.53 2.1 1

Group IIAvg 23.1 34.0 .880

LEGEND:
Group I: Rats 1-13 
Group II: Rats 14-17 
NA: Data Not Availabe

Table 3. T4 and T8 counts and their respective 
implantation.

ratios before and after P259 tumor
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CATECHOLAMINE CONCENTRATIONS (pg/ml) 

BEFORE AND AFTER P259

NEDH Rat NE Before NE After E Before E After DA Before DA

After
1 1273 14,331 824 1742 91 34,801
2 731 NA 270 NA 110 NA
3 1074 2892 679 959 61 9182
4 1015 6540 653 2913 193 15,624
5 1322 5431 383 1576 134 9651
6 731 8354 548 3775 90 77,110
7 2183 9239 955 4442 175 116,046
8 2003 8941 706 3567 101 75,690
9 888 16,048 432 2347 120 67,727
10 829 5839 857 2701 96 21,186
11 714 8450 453 8208 121 33,672
12 1727 NA 348 NA 190 NA
13 3275 7345 690 3362 574 35,038
14 13,822 2728 58,451
15 28,277 3872 45,628
16 32,029 10,113 86,051
17 42,473 11,655 156,059

Group I Avg 1376 
Group IIAvg

8492
29,150

600 3236
7092

158 45,066
86,547

LEGEND:
Group I: Rats 1-13 
Group II: Rats 14-17 
NE: Norepinephrine 
E: Epinephrine 

DA: Dopamine

Table 4. Catecholamine concentrations in rats before and after P259 tumor 
implantation.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

W

The BP of the rats increased as expected since the 

catecholamines act in such a way to induce hypertension. Manger et 

al (1982) found similar results when dealing with the effects of P 

on BP. They found that the BP of male NEDH rats without P259 was 

149 mm Hg and that 3 to 4 wk after P259 implantation it was 178 

mm Hg. These results are slightly higher than my results: 130 mm 

Hg pre-implant and 159 mm Hg about 4 wk post-implant. However, 

the rats used in Manger's tests were 4-9 mo old, while those I used 

were only 3-4 mo old. Since BP increases with age, these 

differences are probably understandable. In fact, both sets of 

results show an average increase of 29 mm Hg.

After 3 wk with the P259, BP seemed to fluctuate greatly. This 

may be due to sudden release of catecholamines into the circulation. 

In humans, the presence of P is often accompanied by attacks of 

hypertension (Manger, 1977). Attacks can be triggered by a variety 

of events, including exercise, anxiety, or ingestion of certain foods 

or alcoholic beverages. Moreover, attacks may be precipitated

* simply by applying pressure to the tumor (Manger, 1977). Since

implanted tumors are subject to a certain amount of pressure or 

disturbance, it is possible that the rats experienced similar attacks, 

accounting for fluctuations in BP.
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Catecholamine concentrations increased significantly after P259 

implantation. This also is in agreement with previous results of 

Manger et al (1982). However, the current results showed greater 

concentrations of all catecholamines, especially DA. There are 

several possible explanations for this variance. First, the average 

weight of the tumors in Manger's study was 0.55 g, while that in my 

study was 3.7 g. I found a direct correlation between tumor size and 

catecholamine concentrations; the larger the tumor, the greater the 

concentrations. Another explanation is that the assay I used to 

determine catecholamine concentrations was perhaps more 

sensitive, since both pre-implant and post-implant readings were 

higher. Finally, it is possible that the P259 has somehow changed 

over time so that it secretes higher amounts of E, NE, and 

.especially, DA.

In regard to T4 and T8 cells and changes in their percentages, I 

found the correlation between changes in T8 cells and DA 

concentration particularly interesting. It appears that higher DA 

concentrations caused an increase in T8 cells, while lower 

concentrations caused a decrease in T8 cells. However, such a 

relationship could be purely coincidental and not a related cause and 

effect. To determine that, in fact, such a correlation does exist and, 

moreover, the exact concentrations needed to elicit such a reponse, 

much more testing needs to be done. I would suggest using a more 

easily controlled mechanism for introducing catecholamines into the 

circulation. For example, it may be possible to use an implanted
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pump or a time-release capsule that would release a set amount of a 

particular catecholamine into the animal's circulation. In this way, 

the researcher could control the exact type and amount of 

catecholamines the animal receives. Also it would be possible to 

determine the effects of individual catecholamines as well as 

synergistic effects.

The appearance of a second population of labeled cells along with 

the labeled T8 population is very interesting. Thirteen of the 16 

cytofluorographs of the post-implant animals gave evidence of this 

population. The cells within the population did not fluoresce as 

brightly as the main population, indicating that they were not 

labeled as well. Normally, a very dimly labeled population such as 

this represents some sort of non-specific binding. This means that 

there is a weak antigen-antibody reaction, because the antibody is 

attacking an antigen other than its normal homologous determinant. 

Although this population may represent non-specific binding, it is 

interesting that the population appeared only after P259 

implantation.

I would like to suggest that these cells represent a population 

with a newly exposed receptor, or other antigenic determinant, 

which the antibody recognizes, but not with the same degree of 

specificity. It is known that T cells have B-adrenergic 

receptors--those for E and NE (Kahn et al., 1986). Suppressor T cells 

have about 2900 receptor sites per cell, whereas cytotoxic cells 

have 1800 and helper cells have only 750 sites. It could be that if
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enough of the sites were saturated with E or NE, some change would 

occur in the cell, exposing another antigen.

Some difficulties encountered in this project should be addressed. 

One problem occurred with animal 1, which has no results available 

for T4 and T8 percentages. At this time during the research, the 

concentration of monoclonal antibody needed to label the cells had 

not been determined. Another mishap arose with animal 12, which 

died a few days after the preliminary blood drawing. Therefore, 

there are no post-implant results available for this animal.

Another problem was the lack of baseline BP readings on animals 

1-5. The first readings obtained on these animals was at 11 days 

post-implant. While these readings were virtually the same as the 

other animals at baseline, it would still be more sound to have had 

the pre-implant baseline results for these animals also.

Other changes in the experimental procedures are also in order. 

For example, the first T4 and T8 counts were done with a 

fluorescence microscope by counting 400 cells and subsequently 

determining how many of those cells fluoresced. Later I determined 

the percentages by use of a fluorescence activated cell sorter 

(FACS). While the results of both techniques were virtually the 

same, the latter proved to be much faster than using the microscope 

(minutes verses hours), and 4000 cells were counted rather than 

400. If I were to continue my tests, I would use the FACS for all 

results. Another addition would be the use of a much larger sample 

group of rats so that statistical analysis would be more reliable.
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Finally, the results obtained show that a definite change was 

occurring in T4 and T8 cells after P259 implantation. Presumably, 

this change was due to elevated catecholamine concentrations. 

However, it is possible that the change was due, at least in part, to 

the tumor itself. For example, in a study of T lymphocyte 

subpopulations infiltrating breast carcinomas, it was found that the 

number of T4 cells increased in the tissue itself (von Kleist, 1987). 

While this does not represent a change in circulating subpopulations, 

it is possible that such a change could occur.

This same study found that both T4 and T8 counts were normal in 

benign breast lesions, so that it appears that only malignant tumors 

cause T cell changes. P of the rat has been found to possess locally 

malignant properties in that it can invade neighboring soft tissues 

or spread along the adrenal vein (Gillman et al., 1953). However, the 

compact nature of the tumor and the local invasion are 

characteristic of a low degree of malignancy (Gillman et al., 1953). 

Although the P has a low degree of malignancy, it is not benign and 

therefore it is possible that the implanted P259 itself caused direct 

changes in the T4 or T8 cell counts.

Assuming that the changes in the T4 and T8 counts are due only 

to catecholamine concentrations, I believe that the information

• gained in this study is important and shows a correlation between

constant high concentrations of circulating catecholamines and a 

change in the immune system. However, further studies should be 

done, and given the possibility that P259 could be the cause of such
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changes, some other type of catecholamine-releasing mechanism 

should be used.
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